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Utah is blessed with versatile and diverse natural resources. The least know
these resources are the wetlands scattered throughout the state. Utah contains
types of marshes-river-fed saline, river-fed fresh water, spring-fed saline, and f
plain fresh water-which take up more than 300,000 acres.
Because Utah is located on the eastern edge of the Pacific Flyway and on
western edge of the Central Flyway, these wetlands are vital to the migratory wa
fowl. Besides the hunting resource, these marshes provide other excellent re
ational opportunities-boating, hiking, wild life observation, and photography. In ad
tion, the marshlands are ready-made outdoor laboratories for scientific investi
tions.
The Canada geese pictured on the cover are indicative of the opportunities op
to camera and gun enthusiasts. They also provide training opportunities to you
scientists in the field of wildlife management.
For more about our little known marshlands read liThe Ecologies of Utah's Watf
Lands" in this issue of Utah Science (cover photo by Steven J. Kohler, Bureau
Sports Fisheries and Wildlife).
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c:'. timated feed costs of raising
airy heifers from birth to freshening
'k

I. C. LAMB and L. L. PERKES

------....::-

....

In a previous article in the September 1968 issue of UTAH ScIENCE,
'. the authors presented data showing
normal growth rates for dairy heifers. This second article will provide
information on the kinds, amounts,
and approxfmate costs of feed required to achieve this growth for
1 Holstein heifers.

'i

t

ROBERT C. LAMB ;. : R.......h Oo;'Y H...
bandman, Animal Husbandry Research Divi.
•r sion, Agricultural Research Service, USDA,
~ working as a federal collaborator with the
Department of Dairy Science.. LAMON L.
PERKES is a Research Assistant and Herdsman at the Dairy Research Farm.
/
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CALF RAISING PROGRAM

At the Utah State University
Dairy Experimental Farm, Holstein
calves are taken away from their
dams within 8 tD 32 hours after birth
and placed in individual pens. Colostrum is then fed from a nipple
bottle for the following 2 days. Milk
is fed until 6 weeks of age at the
rate of 2 quarts per feeding twice
per day. Unsaleable milk (extra
colostrum and milk from cows treated with antibiotics for mastitis, uterus infections, footrot, etc.) is used
when available, otherwise whole
milk is fed during this period.
Beginning at a,bout 2 weeks of
age the calves are offered free chDice
feeding of high quality alfalfa hay
and a 17 percent protein concentrate
mix. The concentrate mix contains
40 percent commercial calf starter,
36 percent steam rolled barley, 9
percent wheat mill run, 6 percent
molasses dried beet pulp, 5 percent
cottonseed meal, 3 percent molasse.s,
and 0.5 percent each of trace mineral salt and dicalcium pho~phate.
At 6 weeks of age, milk feeding is
stopped 'On all but a few oalves that
are nQt dDing well. These calves continue to receive milk for an additional week or 10 days as needed. All

calves continue to receive hay and
concentrates free choice and are
offered fresh clean water two or
three times per day.
COSTS FOR FIRST 2 MONTHS

Under this kind of manage.m ent a
Holstein heifer calf will consume approximately 380 pounds of milk, 40
pounds of hay, and 80 pounds of
concentrates during the first 8 weeks
of life.
ThrOUghDut this article the feed
costs will be only approximate. However, any individual dairyman or
heifer raising specialist should be
able to apply the exact costs of his
own feed to the consumption figures
given and arrive at his own costs.
Using several dif.ferent prices for
milk and a price of $28.00 per ton
for alfalfa hay and $3.80 per hundred for the concentrate mix, table 1
shows feed costs to 8 weeks of age.
It is readily evident from the
table that milk is the big cost item
in feeding calves 'Of this age and that
the feed cost increases rapidly as ·the
price of milk increases. It is also
obviDus that large savings can be
made by using otherwise non-sale-

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY:

able milk fDr feeding calves. In large
herds there is usually a considerable
amount of this type of milk available. ND attempt was made in this ..
study to evaluate either the econ'Om..
ics or the response of calves to feeding milk replacers. There are many
of these on the market and undoubtedly they ,become economical as a
replacement for higher priced saleable milk.
AT 8 TO 16 WEEKS

Heifer calves were fed individually for 8 weeks beginning at 8 \
weeks of age. Calves were allowed
alfalfa hay free choice and all the
concentrates they would consume up
to 5 pounds per day. Table 2 ShDWS
the results from 116 Holstein heifer
calve.s.
Hay consumption increased at a
steady rate 'Of about 2 pounds per
week. Consumption of concentrates
increased rapidly the first few weeks
and then leveled 'Off as the 5-pound
limit was approached. Alth'Ough nDt
shown in the table, there was considerable variation between calves
in their eating habits. Some calves
started SlDWly on hay but consumed
their full 5 pounds 'Of grain by 9
or 10 weeks 'Of age. Other calves
relished the hay and ate close tD 40
pounds per week by 16 weeks 'Of
age, but did nDt eat their grain as
well. However, the majority of
calves were somewhere nearer the
average pattern.
Growth was at a fairly even rate
of about 13 ,p ounds per week. Although there was some variati'On in
individual calves, as a group they
seemed to closely fit the grDwth pattern.

Figure 1.

This is one type of individual pen which has worked well for
raising heifer calves.
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AlthDUgh hay cDnsumption increased most rapidly, it was still less
than 20 percent of the tDtal feed
cost for the period. Daily feed costs
were generally I'Ower at this age than
earlier because of the lower cost
feeds involved, except when a subs~antial portion of the milk ration
was nQn-saleable milk. Because of ,the rapid growth rate and low maintenance requirements at this age,
UTAH
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the cost of 11 eents per pound of
gain was the lowest of any pe,riod
studied.
4 MONTHS TO FRESHENING

At 16 weeks of age the heifers
were grouped together in pens with
10 to 15 other heifers. The group
size was gradually increased as heifers became older and all heifers over
12 months of age were handled together as one group.
Heifers were first bred at the, first
normal heat after 15 months of age.
A verage age at calving for heifers in
his study was 25 months of age.
From 8 to 10 months, 14 to 16
months, and 20 to 22 months of age
the heifers were again fed individually, although they were. housed and
spent their non-feeding time together
Table 1.

as a group. These feeding trials and
, e,stimates of group feed consumption
during periods between trials display the feed consumption pattern
shown in table 3.
From 4 to 8 months the heifers
were fed alfalfa hay free choice plus
5.7 pounds per day of a concentrate
mix containing 30 percent commercial calf starter, 55 percent steam
rolled barley, 10 percent molasses
dried beet pulp, 3 percent molasses,
1 pe,reent trace mineral salt, and 1
percent dicalcium phosphate. The
commercial calf starter was dropped
from the ration at 8 months. For
the next 2 months heifers received 5
pounds of the following concentrate
per day: 79 percent steam rolled
barley, 14 percent molasses dried
beet pulp, 5 percent molasses, 1 percent trace mineral salt, and 1 per-

cent dicalcium phosphate. From 10
months to fres'hening the ration consisted of alfalfa hay only, and the
heifers were fed all they would eat.
When concentrate feeding was
stopped at 10 months" daily feed
costs dropped from 27 cents, to less
than 21 cents but the'rate of gain
dropped even more drastically resulting in a higher cost per pound
gained. Quality of hay and the hay:
grain price ratio must be considered,
but since the general practice is to
feed low quality hay to heifers of
this age, it appears that continued
feeding of some concentrates past 10
months of age would probably result in more rapid gains, lower cost
per pound gained, and he,ifers wDuld
be ready to freshen at an earlier age.
Trials. to test out this, theory are contemplated at the USU Dairy Experimental Farm in the near future·.

Feed costs from birth to 8 weeks with different prices for milk

TOTAL FEED COSTS

Milk price per cwt*
2/3 non-saleable 1/3 non-saleable
2/3 at $3.50
Manufacturing
1/3 at $4.50
($3.50)
($2.50)
($1.50)

Feed costs

~I

I

Cost of hay
Cost of cone.
Cost of milk
Total cost
Cost/day
Cost/lb gain:l:

$0.56
3.04
5.70
$9.30
16.6¢
15.0¢

$ 0.56
3.04
9.50
$13.10
23.4¢
21.1 ¢

$ 0.56
3.04
17.10
$20.70
37.0¢
33.4¢

$ 0.56
3.04
13.30
$16.90
30.2¢
27.3¢

Class I
($5.50)

Blend
($4.50)

$ 0.56
3.04
20.90
$24.50
43.8¢
39.5¢

*$ince milk prices vary for different markets and fluctuate over time, the prices given
are only examples for different situations.
:I: Based on an average gain of 62 pounds for the 8-week period.

Table 4 summarizes the feed consumption and some estimated feed
costs fDr the ,growing period frDm
birth to' freshening. Information
from this table should be useful for
estimating feed costs for establishing
charges for raising heifers of various
ages.
It must be remembered that these
figures represent only feed costs.
Other costs. of heifer raisting such as

,i

Weekly growth, feed consumption, and feed costs from 8 to 16 weeks of age

Table 2.

Feed cost t

Feed consumption (lbs)
Age

Weight
gain (lbs)

(weeks~

12.3
12.6
12.5
14.3
12.8
13.5
14.1
13.6
105.7
13.2
1.89

8-9
9-10
10- 11
1/ 11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
Total
I Avg/week
Avg/day

t Feed costs
JUNE
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11.8
12.4
14.4
16.6
18.8
21.3
24.2
26.2
145.7
18.2
2.60

Concentrate

23.0
27.2
29.9
31.4
32.2
32.5
33.0
33.5
242.7
30.3
4.33

Hay

Cone

Total

$0.17
0.17
0.20
0.23
0.26
0.30
0.34
0.37
2.04
.25
3.6¢

$0.87
1.03
1.14
1.19
1.22
1.24
1.26
1.27
9.22
1.15
16.5¢

$1.04
1.20
1.34
1.42
1.48
1.54
1.60
1.64
11.26
1.40
20.1¢

Cost per
Ib gain

8.5¢
9.5
10.7
9.5
11.6
11.4
11.3
12.1
10.7

based on hay at $28.00 per ton and concentrates at $3.80 per cwt.
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costs indicated, the cost of ralsmg
calves to 6 months is about $47, or
to 10 months is about $82. Heifers
gain about 300 pounds by 6 months
and 510 pounds by 10 months so
that feed cost per pound of gain
figures out to be roughly 16 cents
up to either age. From 10 months
to freshening, heifers on this type of
feeding program should gain another 630 pounds with a feed cost
of $128, which is just over 20 cents
per pound of gain.

labor, housing, medicine, veterinary
fees, and breeding fees must also be
added to come· up with a final estimate of the total cost of raising replacement heifers. If the value of
heifers for sale is to be established,
then an initial value of the· calf at
birth must also be added to the
above costs.
Cost information from table 4
may be broken down into subperiods
during which different enterprises
may handle the heifer raising program. For instance; with the feed

Table 3.

Dry lot feeding of- alfalfa hay was
the only forage program used in
making this study. Often less expensive feeds such as com silage
and beet pulp that give equivalent
growth are available. If so, they
should be used.
Pasture is frequently used for
growing heifers. Data from the USU
Dairy Experimental Farm show that
heifers over 12 months. of age
aohieve nearly the same growth rate
(Continued on page 48)

Average daily growth, feed consumption, and feed costs from 4 to 25 months of age
Feed Consumed (Ibs)

Age
(months)

Weight
gain (Ibs)

Hay

Concentrate

4-8
8-10
10-14
14-16
16-20
20'-22
22-25

1.90
1.77
1.18
1.29
1.29
1.92
1.70

6.2
9.6
14.8
17.9
20.3
22.5
26.0

5.7
5.0
0
0
0
0
0

t

VALUE OF PASTUR.E

Feed costt
Hay

8.7¢
13.4
20.7
25.1
28.4
31.5
36.4

Cost per
Ib gain

Total

Conc

19.9¢
13.5
0
0
0
0
0

28.6¢
26.9
20.7
25.1
28.4
31.5
36.4

15.1 ¢
15.2
17.5
19.5
22.0
16.4
21.4

Hay at $28.00 per ton, concentrate at $3.50 per cwt. for 4-8 month-old-heifers and $2.70 per cwt. for 8-10-month-old heifers

Table 4.

Total feed consumption and feed costs for raising heife·rs from birth to freshening
Feed consumption

Age
(months)

No
days

0-2
2-4
4-8
8-10
10-14
14-16
16-20
20-22
22-25

56
56
132
61
122
61
122
61
92
763

Total

Hay
(Ibs)

40
146
818
586
1806
1092
2477
1373
2392
10,730

Feed costs

Cone
(lbs)

Milk
(Ibs)

80
243
752
305
0
0
0'

380
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
380

0

0
1,380

Hay
($)

0.56 t
2.04
11.45
8.20
25.28
15.29
34.68
19.22
33.49
150.21

Cone
($)

3.04:1:
9.22:1:
26.32 J
8.24*
0
0
0
0
0
46.82

Milk
($)

13.30 #
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13.30

Total

Per Day

($)

(e)

16.90
11.26
37.77
16.44
25.28
15.29
34.68
19.22
33.49
210.33

30.2
21.1
28.6
27.0
20.7
25.2
28.4
31.5
36.4
27.6

t Hay at $28.00 per ton
:I: Concentrate at $3.80 per cwt
# Milk at $3.50 per cwt
S Concentrate at $3.50 per cwt
* Concentrate at $2.70 per cwt
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New weed ·menaces desert ranges
it is a vigorous competitor and is
moving into the winterfat, saltsage,
and shadScale which are important
forage. shrubs for winter grazing.

A new we.ed is causing trouble in
Box Elder County. First noticed in
1964 on the Pete McKeller ranch,
the. thistle ·has spread 30 miles along
the county road in an area varying
from a few hundred feet to more
than 7 miles wide. Research at Utah
State University has determined that
the light-colored plant is much more
spiny than the common variety of
Russian thistle (Salsola L.). The
area of greatest concentration is beween Lucin and Wendover, Utah.
The center of the infestation is west
of Pilot Mountain by Patters Spring
and presently covers more than 200
square miles. Because of its spiny
growth, this new variety of Russian
thistle is unlikely to provide feed, yet

T

1

I,

Table 1.

Dr. Eugene H. Cronin, a U.S.D.A. collaborator, Profe.ssor A. H.
Holmgren, and a graduate student,
Lamont Arnold, of the Utah State
University Botany Department feel

The chromosome numbers of the various taxa of Salsol'a L.
found in the Western States*
1n chromosome number

Taxon

Salsola
• Salsola
Salsola
Salsola
Salsola

At first the plant was tagged as a
hybrid of Russian thistle and halogeton. Chromosome studies have
shown that the weed has 27 chromosomes. The flowers and the embryo
classify it as one of the five taxa of
Salsola L. now known to grow in
the we.st. The western taxa are
listed in table 1.

pestifera
paulesnii
collina

18
18**

IJlax-tiplJ California
"the hybrid" Utah

9**
27

2n chromosome number

9

36
36

18
18
54

* The data for this table were collected by graduate student lamont Arnold.
**Pollen cell counts have not been completed for these taxa.

that the difference in chromosome
numbers should be sufficient justification for recognizing it as a separate species of Salsola L. It is not in
the regular breeding population with
any of the other taxa of Salsola
known to grow in this area. Because. of the cytological barrier to
crossing with other species, "the hybrid" does not share the same gene
pool with any other specie.s known
to exist in North America.
"We are not dependent on the
chromosomes to recognize 'the hybrid'," said Dr. Cronin. "We have
recognized this as a separate taxon
since 1964 before any ohromosome
counts were. completed. The rancher (Mr. McKeller) recognized it as
being different from Russian thistle
before he brought it to our attention. Morpholo.gically it is distinct
from all the other taxa of Salsola L.
Physiologically it is different from
Salsola pestifera because it occupies
a wider ecological niche."
The "hybrid" appears more salt
tolerant and drought resistant than
S. pestifera. It is usurping most of
the habitat formerly occupied by
Russian thistle. It has invaded parts
of the habitat of halogeton. And
it grows on sites that neither S. pestifera or halogeton have occupied
successfully.
Dr. Cronin feels that the term
"hybrid" as· a designation for the
new weed has placed undeserved
emphasis on its being the result of
a cross between S. pestifera and
halogeton. This is oniy one possible
source of the hybrid. It is Dr. Cronin's opinion that the plant originated on the McKeller Ranch near
Pilot Mountain. A genetically stable
and futile progeny has migrated
north and south from the ranch. Lamont Arnold's investigations may reveal information concerning its phylogeny.

f

"

Figure 1.

Although the new species of Salsola contains lethal levels o·f
soluble oxalates, as does halogeton, there is little danger of stock being
poisoned because its spiny growth, shown here, prevents grazing.

JUNE
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Because the pl'a nt is much more
spiny than the Russian thistle, it is
(Continued on page 48)
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AGING ANIMALS BY TOOTH CEMENTUM
STEPHEN

In the course of most wildlife
studies, the problem of detennining
the age of the animals being investigated is encountered~ Several methods of determining age are accepted
among wildlife biologists as standard
procedure. None, however, is completely reliable·. In 1959, Sergeant
and Pimlott (1. Wildl. Manage., 23:
315-321) reported a technique
which has subsequently given very
accurate results in studies on a wide
variety of wildlife species.
In this ,technique, a tooth is removed from the lower jaw of the
animal to be aged. The extracted
tooth is decalcified until it is soft
and rubbery, and then processed
through a series of solutions includ-

J.

MONTGOMERY

ing alcohol, toluene (or xylene), and
paraffin. The tooth is imbedded in
a block of paraffin, which facilitates
easy handling, and sliced into extremely thin flakes with a special
cutting machine.. The flakes are
mounted on glass microscope slides,
and observed under a microscope.
In the cementum, which forms an
outer sheath around the root of the
tooth, alternating dark and light layers can be seen (see photograph).
It has been substantiated that one
thin, dark layer followed by a light
and wider layer, represents 1 year of
growth. (A similar criterion is used
in aging trees). It is generally accepted by biologists that the light
layer is produced during the sum-

mer months, and the dark layer during the winter. These layers can be
observed under a microscope., and
the age of the animal can be determined to the year with great accuracy. This particular method has
been utilized in aging several species
of mammals including coyotes, deer,
bears, and squirrels.
The above described technique }
was used by the author and Dr. D.
F. Balph of the Wildlife Department
to age Uinta ground squirrels (Spermophilus armatus). Rodents can be
classed as juveniles or yearlings by
various methods, such as differential tooth eruption, color of fur, and
bone development. Beyond this stage
there are no methods of aging small
mammals other than the one described here. In our aging studies,
however, proble.ms did arise. The
layers in the cementum were not ,.,
always distinct, and there was some
difficulty in determining which layers were the true ones. Cementum
layers in the teeth of larger animals
tend to be much clearer than those
in teeth of smaller animals such as
ground squirrre.Js.
The aging process described here
obviously cannot 'be used in the field,
where quick aging techniques are
often desirable. It can be used, however, in aging selected specimens of
new, unfamiliar populations. These
ages in ,t um can be related to the
more obvious external features of
the animals. These external features
can then be used to estimate the age
of individuals in the wild populations.
All methods of aging wild animals
have their shortcomings. This relatively new technique, however, has
(Continued on page 52)

•
Figure 1. The cementum layers of a 2-year-old squirrel. layers are deposited from left to right in the picture.
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STEPHEN J. MONTGOMERY is an und....
graduate in the Department of Wildlif.
Resources.
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Utah's farmland assessment act

of 1969
RONDO A. CHRISTENSEN

I

The problem of assessing farmland according to its value for agricultural use was examined in the
June 1968 issue of UTAH SCIENCE.
The "Green Belt" amendment and
its probable impact on assessed
1property values, taxes, and mill
levies in Salt Lake County was projected in the September issue. This
month's article by the same author
discusses land use and assessment
problems under the Farmland
Assessment Act of 1969.

When Utah's Governor affixed
his signature to Senate Bill No. 136
on March 14, 1969, he added Utah
to a growing list of states that permit farmland to be assessed and
taxed in relation to its value for
agricultural use rather than the potential value it may have for other
purposes. Passage. of the Farmland
Assessment Act of 1969 by this
year's Legislature climaxed efforts
which began two years ago when the
1967 Legislature passed a joint resolution proposing to amend Article
XIII, Section 3 of the constitution
, of the state to make such a bill legal.
The amendment, commonly known
as the "Green Belt" amendment,
I.
was subsequently approved last November by the· electorate of the state.
LAND USE AND
ASSESSMENT PROBLEMS

Passage of the "Green Belt"
amendment and the Farmland
Assessment Act of 1969 reflect public and legislative concern for some
of the land use and assessment problems that pressures of population
growth, urbanization, and nonfarm
demands for land have brought to
bear on Utah's agriculture. While
these pressures have been felt some
throughout the state because of the
JUNE
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increased demand for land for recreation, summer home sites, tax shelters, etc., they have been most apparent in the rural-uflban transition
zone·s surrounding the larger cities
along the Wasatch Front. Within
this limited area, three-fourths of
Utah's population and more than
half of its agriculture compete for
the use of much of Utah's most productive agricultural land.
Land use and assessment problems have not risen from urban expansion, as such, so much as they
have from the disorderly manner in
which urbanization has occurred.
Leapfrog or scattered developments
have reached far out into and have
become intermingled with the hundreds of square miles of farmJand
that make up the rural-urban fringe
surrounding population centers.
When certain tracts of farmland
sell for prices that exceed what could
be justified by agricultural production, owners and investors tend to
see the same potential in the reminder of the tracts in the area,
eyen though most of them will remain undeveloped for years to come.
These optimistic expectations become translated into higher market
prices, prices considerably higher
than could be obtained if all farm
parcels in the area were simultaneously put on the market. Higher
market values should and have, in
some counties, resulted in increased
real estate assessments, and thus
higher taxes per acre. In Salt Lake
County, for instance, farmland is
currently assessed at about twice the
value it would be if it were assessed

•
RONDO A. CHRISTENSEN is Professor in the
Department of Agricultural Economics.

in relation to its agricultural-use
value. Of even greater significance,
however, is the fact that farmland
assessed values in Salt Lake County
would be increased to four time.s
their present level if they were raised
to what has been estimated to be 20
percent of their specUlative market
value. While the magnitude may
vary, similar conditions exist with
regard to current assessments, farmuse values, and market values in
other counties where urban pressures
on land are increasing.
As purchased tracts have been developed in the rural-urban fringe,
new families have moved in and the.
need for public services such as
schools' and roads has increased.
As a consequence, uJ:1ban influences
have not only resulted in upward
pre.ssures on the assessed value of
the remaining farmland, but higher
mill levies and real estate taxes to
finance increased public expenditures. In addition, because of the
scattered pattern of development,
the land that has remained in farming has become more difficult and
costly to farm effectively.
Also, the uncertainty of future
land prices, assessments" and mill
levies has caused many farmers in
the rural-urban fringe to operate on
a short-run rather than a long-run
basis. They have 'begun to maximize
short-run profits and to postpone indefinitely such things as capital improvements and crop rotations that
would improve efficiency, increase
soil productivity, and maximize longrun earnings. They have done this
because a sudden and substantial
upward adjustment in assessed
values and mill levies could make
continued farming unfeasible.
33

Wh~re revaluation and reassessment have already occurred, premature conversion of fannland to
idle acreage or nonfarm use has already occurred to some extent as a
result of farmers being pressured to
pay taxes based on the speculative
value of their land. This phenomenon could be expected to occur
frequently during the next 5 years,
particularly in the Wasatch Front
area, in the wake of the planned
state-wide program to reappraise all
taxable real estate and assess it at a
full 20 percent of value, if farmland
were to be valued according to its
speculative value rather tha,n its
farm value.

any of them; fur animals; trees; fruit
of all kinds, including grapes, nuts,
and berries; vegetables; nursery,
floral, and ornamental stock; and
crop-land retirement under an agreement with the state or federal government.
Transfer of ownership: Farmland
may continue to qualify under the
act, despite a change in ownership,
providing the. new owner continues
the land in agricultural use and

otherwise continues to meet the
qualification requirements.
Partial change in use: Part of a
parcel of qualifying farmland may
be separated or split off and converted to nonfarm use without impairing the right of the remaining
land to continue to be valued, assessed, and taxed in relation to agricultural-use values, so long as the remaining land continues to meet the
minimum requirements of the act.

PROVISIONS OF THE ACT

Before the Fannland Assessment
Act of 1969 can be appraised with
regard to its ability to cope-with and
eliminate some of these land use and
assessment problems, the basic provisions of the Act need to be mentioned. They are as follows:
Farmland values: For general
property tax purposes the value of
qualifying farmland shall be the
value it has for agricultural use.
Market value for highest and best
use will apply to all fannland that
does not qualify.
Qualifications: To qualify for
agricultural-use valuation, assessment and taxation: (1) the owner
must apply to the assessor of the
county in which the land is situated
on or before October 1 immediately
preceeding the tax year in question,
(2) the land must have been devoted
to agricultural use during each of the
preceeding 5 years, ( 3) the land
must consist of not less than 5 contiguous acres, and (4) the gross sales
of agricultural products raised on
the land including crop-land retirement payments must have averaged
at least $500 per year during the preceeding 5 years.
Agricultural use: Agricultural use
include the raising of forages and
sod crops; grains and feed crops;
dairy animals; poultry; livestock, including the breeding and grazing of
34

Figure 1.

Land use and assessment problems have not risen from urban
expansion, as such, so much as they have from the disorderly manner in
which urbanization has occurred. Leapfrog or scattered developments
have reached far out into and have become intermingled with the hundreds of square miles of farmland that make up the rural-urban fringe
surrounding population centers.
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"Roll - back tax": When land
which has been valued, asses,sed,
and taxed under the provisions o.f
the act is applied to a use other than
agriculture, or it ceases, to meet any
of the qualification requirements, it
shall be subject t0' a "roll-back tax."
\ The "roll-back tax" shall apply to
the years the land was valued, asI
sessed, and taxed under the provisi0'ns of the act, up to. a maximum
of 5 years. The amount of "rollback tax" will be equal to the assessed value based on the full and fair
~1 market value at the time of the
change in use, times the mill levy
applied in the taxing district in
which the land is located during each
year of the roll-back, less the amount
of real prDperty tax~s actually paid
on the land during the period Df the
roll-back.

f,

t

Advisory Committee: A fivemember state farmland evaluation
advisory committee shall be organized consisting of one member appo.inted by the State Tax CDmmission who shall be chairman of the
committee, one to. be appointed by
the president of Utah State University, one to be appointed by the
president Df the, Utah Agricultural
Land Owners Association, one to be
appointed by the Utah State Department o.f Agriculture, and one t0' be
appointed by the State County Assessors Association. The primary
duty of this committee will be to
recommend to the State Tax CDmmissiDn the classes and the values
Df farmland that will be used for
property tax purposes in the various
areas Df the state. The value 0'f
farmland is to be based Dn its productive capability when devoted to
agricultural use.
Application of the act: The provisions of the act are to be applied
in the tax year of 1971, and then to
all subsequent years.
WHAT WILL THE ACT
ACCOMPLISH?

The Farmland Assessment Act o.f
1969 will undDubtedly help sDlve
some Df the land-use, land-assess[1
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ment problems brought 0'n by pres. sures of populatiDn growth and urbanization, but it cannDt be expected
to sDlve them all.
The act will, first o.f all, eliminate
the need of estimating the speculative market value of qualifying farmland for potentially higher value
uses. Standard assessment procedures are very difficult t0' apply in
markets as imperfect and as dynamic
as the rural-urban fringe. CapitalizatiDn of potential farm earnings, Dr
farm rental value, gives no true indicatiDn of market value. With regard to the cDmparable . saIe.s
method, the sale Df one large tract
Df farmland for residential use may
just as well, instead of proving that
adjacent land can now be sold at a
comparable price fDr similar use,
exhaust the demand for residential
sites in the area for SDme years to
come. Without Senate Bill 136, considerable farmland could have, been
valued, assessed, and taxed, nDt at
market value, but up to. several times
market value because. it is so. difficult to determine the present value
of land fDr a pDtentially higher value
use until the use actually changes.
Second, the act will prevent tax
assessments frDm increasing with
speculative values, of farmland fDr
nonfarm uses, since qualifying farmland will be valued in relatiDn to its
value for agricultural use. This
should help reduce premature CDnversion of farmland to nonfarm or
idle use because of pressures of high
real estate taxes which have no relationship to the agricultural income
earning potential of the land.
Third, the act removes considerable uncertainty cDncerning the level
Df future assessed values and real
estate taxes. This should help farmers to plan, organize', and operate in
such a way as to. maximize long-run
rather than short-run pr0'fits. This
wDuld help keep the agriculture in
the rural-urban fringe more viable,
and to prevent the premature disintegration and decay of agriculture
as a productive, basic industry in the
areas surrounding population cen-

ters. This is to the advantage of both
producers and consumers because of
the jobs, income, and spending that
agriculture generates in the, local
economy.
On the other hand, the Farmland
Assessment Act of 1969, will nDt,
first, by itself, prevent ur:ban sprawl
and the conversion of land in the
rural-urban fringe to nonfarm or
idle use. To do this, broad plan's of
are,a development and strict land use
control through zoning muSit be tied
to the act. Some efforts. were made
to do. this in committee when the
bill was being drafted, but this would
have required more public interference from government at the state
level in area planning and resource
use than was politically acceptable"
and the efforts failed.
As. a result, mO'st area planning
and land use control will have to
cDntinue on a local basis.. Since the
act removes much of the tax pressure to force land out of farming
and into. higher value uses, city and
co.unty planning and zo.ning commissions should find it easier to. enco.urage continued farming in the
parts of th,e fringe area where "open
s.paces" and the agricultural-use of
land resources· are 'socially and econDmically de·sirable. For the same
reason, however, existing farm use
will be harder to root out of areas
planned for residential and commercial expansion.
While the act enhances. the economic ability of farming to continue
in the rural-urban fringe, it does, not
guarantee that it will do S0'. The act
leaves farmers entirely free, to sell to ·
developers or to change the use of
the land thems.elve·s at any time they
choose to do so. The only restraint
would be the application of the "rollback tax" when the use changes.
The degree, then to which urban
sprawl and nonfarm use of land in
predominately agricultural areas
continues in the future. will depend,
not so much on the Farmland Assess.ment Act of 1969, as the actio.ns
of local planning and zoning commissions.
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Second, the act will nDt check nor
reduce rising mill levies to' finance
increased pu blic expenditure.s as
purchased tracts are developed and
new families mDve intO' the ruralurban fringe. Neither will it keep
farm ope.rating CDsts frDm increasing
as the remaining tracts Df farmland
becDme mDre scattered and cut up
and as mDre is spent on such things
as odor and fly cDntrDl.
Third, the act is n0't likely to have
a substantial effect on assessed
values and real estate taxes in the
more rural areas Df the state, except
in limited locatiDns where demand
fDr land for other purposes has driven market values considerably above
the fair value Df the land for agricultural use. In fact, in some CDunties where farmland has not been
re-assessed fDr years, the current assessment level may be I0'wer than it
wDuld be under the provisiDns Df the
Farmland Assessment Act. This
shDuld not be the case, however,
after the first rDund of the statewide revaluation and reassessment
prDgram is cDmpleted.
Fourth, the act is nDt likely to
have a substantial effect on mill
levies and total real estate taxes if
it is implemented tDgether with the
revaluation and assessment 0'f all
real estate. Increases in the assessed
value Df nDnqualifying farmland will
probably more than Dffset reductions which may occur in assessed
value Df qualifying farmland. FurthermDre, the act is not so much a
tax abatement program as it is a tax
deferral program, since all the taxes
deferred during the 5 years priDr to'
the· change in use must be paid at
the time the land use is. changed.

PROTECT your WATER, SOil, and AIRour basic natural resources-from accidental contamination by pesticides or
other chemicals on
forest, or in the city.
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Utah's marshes certainly rank as
one Df the least widely celebrated Df
her versatile and diverse natural resources. Yet, these wetlands are potential sources of recreation for all
but the most dedicated proponents
of an asphalt and CDncrete environment.
Marshes, like other wildlands, are
an investment for the future that can
be enjoyed equally today. FDr example, in 1967, almost 15.6 million
people visited the N atiDnal Wildlife
Refuges which are located in various parts Df the United States. Nearly 70 percent of the visits were for
the purpose of boating, hiking, wildlife Dbservation Dr photDgraphy. The
remaining 30 percent were for hunting or fishing. In addition, each
refuge (many of which are marshlands) constitutes an outdoor laboratDry for scientific investigatiDns.
MARSHLAND TYPES IN UTAH

There is nO' one kind of marsh.
So when you've seen one, you very
emphatically have not seen them all.
Utah itself contains four types 0'f
marshes: river-fed saline, river-fed
fresh water, spring-fed saline, and
flood-plain fresh water. Of the
marshes that are "managed," some
are publicly owned, and SDme are
privately owned. State and federal
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wetland areas in Utah amDunt to
apprDximately 162,000 acres. Private gun clubs, operating mostly
around the Great Salt Lake, Dwn
Dr contrDl about 40,000 acres Df
marshlands. In tDtal, Utah has Dver
300,000 acres Df marshlands, wetlands, and permanent water areas.
Each of Utah's marsh types has
its own particular combination of
vegetatiDn and wildlife, depending
mostly upon the source of water.
Marshes fed by rivers and streams
are considerably more fertile than
those that are fed by springs. The )
difference in fertility directly affects
the vegetation, which in tum determines what kinds and quantities Df
birds and other wildlife can survive.
Similar differentials in fertility and
productivity exist between saline and
fresh-water marshlands.
The federally managed Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge and the
state.-managed Ogden Bay WaterfDWI Management Area exemplify
the saline wetlands at the mouths of
rivers entering the Great Salt Lake.
The Fish Springs N atiDnal Wildlife
Refuge. and Locomotive Springs
State Waterfowl Management Area
are typical of Utah's spring-fed
marshes. Fresh-water marshes in
Utah are found in many counties and ,
include the state-managed Stewart
Lake Waterfowl Management Area

A PHILOSOPHY IN ACTION

As an attitude towards nature and all livings things, ecology provides a realistic perspective for the future. It is concerned with every
participant in a given environment, from weather phenomena to soil
organisms and with the relationships that develop from their interactions.
Ecology, there/ore, embraces many sciences.
The diverse ecology-oriented research at Utah State University is
unified by a shared recognition of the interdependence that characterizes
the natural world-including man. This article on Utah's marshlands
marks the beginning of a series illustrating that interdependence and
showing how the ecological attitude is of value to each 0/ us.
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'OF UTAH'S WATERY LANDS
I

j

~

in Uintah County and Bicknell Bottoms Game Management Area in
Wayne County. The federally operated Ouray National Wildlife Refuge, on the Green River in Uintah
County, is an example of the floodplain type of marsh.
Utah's location. on the eastern
edge of the Pacific Flyway and on
the western edge of the Central Flyway makes it important to birds migrating along both routes. About
60,000 acres of Utah's marshlands
can be considered excellent production, or nesting area'S. These produce an ave:rage of one to three
ducklings per acre pe,r season. All
of the marshlands. provide stopping
places for migrating birds. Wintering ducks and gee.se in the state average 85,000 and 5,000 per year,
respectively, during a recent 10-year
period. A total of about 130,000
acres of Utah's wetlands are open
to' public shooting and are enjoyed
annually by Dver 37,000 hunters.

heavy hunting, coupled with habitat
destruction and botulism (or western
duck sickness) , could have on the
state's waterfowl. By 1907, private
interests had gained control of large
portions of Utah's bette,r marshes for
duck clubs.
About that time the state's Fi~
and Game Commissioners started
petitioning the state to' acquire

LEGEND
STATE-OWNED, DEVELOPED
9 AREAS -

5 AREAS -

3 AREAS BOX elDER

•
J. B. LOW is Leader, Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Utah Division of Fish and
Game, Utah State University, Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife and the Wildlife Management Institute cooperating. LOIS
M. COX is Science Writer for the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station and Division of
University Research.
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Marshland management has necessarily become a specialized science
since piDneer days, when the wetlands and the wildlife were assumed
to be an indestructible and perpetual
"right." In the late 1800's, I-day
kills of 200 to 250 birds by one man
were CDmmon in Utah. It has been
estimated that 200,000 ducks were
killed annually on Bear River
marshes just prior to 1900, largely
to supply commercial market~hunt\ ing operations. About 1900, some
individuals began tOi recognize the
prDbable long-range effects that such

61 ,144 ACR ES

STATE-OWNED UNDEVELOPED

. _ _ _ __

FROM MISUSE TO MANAGED-USE

marshlands that could be set aside
for public shooting. Lands in the
Bear River Bay were withdrawn in
1920, and the construction of dikes
and water-control facilities began in
1923. Then in 1928, the Congress
re,sponded to the requests, of western
sportsmen and game commissioners
by establishing :the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge. Nearly 65,000
acres were acquired for the refuge,

,J

' ' ,'-•. _ . _ .
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Figure 1. Developed and undeveloped State Waterfowl Management
Areas, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife Refuges and other important
marshlands in Utah, aggregate approximately 300,000 acres, of which
over 150,000 acres are located in marshlands surrounding the Great Salt
Lake (map by Utah State Division of Fish and Game).
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with an agreement that 12,000 of the
acres would be made available for
public shooting. The establishment
of refuges and management areas,
the introduction of federal and state
hunting regulations, and the recognition of a need for research on botulism marked a new era for waterfowl.
Modern day management of
marshes to maximize waterfowl production depends upon a base of research data. In Utah, this research
is done. at the various marshes by
the state and federal personnel sta-

tioned there, and by Utah St~ te University scientists and graduate students who are primarily in the Department of Wildlife Resources and
the Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit.
MARSH MANAGINGSCIENCE APPLIED

Over the years, research in Utah's
marshlands has given refuge and
game managers considerable information on various subjects relevant to
management problems. For example,
it is now possible to more effectively
control botulism or western duck

sickness, which has killed millions of
ducks over the past 50 years.
Research on water usage has
shown that a typical marsh may require as much as 42 inches. of "new"
water per year to remain in a productive condition. WitJhout a satisfactory inflow, a marsh eventually
will not be able to support the desire able plants that are necessary to
the best welfare of animal and bird
life.
Because salt is so limiting to many
plants) and because so many of
Utah's marshes are saline in nature
the salt tolerance of marshland vege~
tation has received extensive attention. Among the important marshland food and cover plants, widgeon
grass and the Olney bulrush are the
most saIt tolerant, while sago pondweed, hardstem bulrush and cattail
are less tolerant. Sago pondweed has
proven to be one of the most important food plants for waterfowl, with
whistling swans living exclusively on
this plant and its tubers.
To optimize the productivity of a .,.,
marsh, the manager has to know
what is being produced, and how it
is being used. At tlhe Bear River
Refuge, an aggregate total of 3,049
tons of tubers, 1,171 tons of seeds"
and 43,647 tons of vegetation (as
much as 7,226 pounds per acre.) is
grown yearly on the five 5,OOO-acre
impoundments. How much and
what parts of this vegetation are
actually utilized hy the waterfowl
is now being studied. The importance of invertebrates as food for
ducklings has recently been demonstrated by studies at Fish Springs
National Wildlife Refuge. Based on
research results, this marsh is being
dried periodically. The occasional
drought increases botJh vegetation
and invertebrate populations and
thus enhances the waterfowl production.

Figure 2.

Utah marshlands lay on the boundary between the Central
and Pacific flyways. They serve waterfowl migrating within these two
flyways and contribute through production to the total ducks using the
extensive system of developed public and privately-owned and managed
marshlands (map by Utah State Division of Fish and Game).
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Many studies have been devoted
to determining the nesting, food, and
cover requirements of the important
bird species on Utah marshes. The
roles of m~skrats and carp in the
ecology of the marshes have been
UTAH
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intensively studied. Behavior studies
have clarified the function and needs
of the important species. of birds that
inhabit the marshes. Well over 75
studies leading to M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees have been completed at USU
on waterfowl and marshland ecology
in Utah.

II

~

Since the nation, in general, is
plagued by critical water shortages,
the water needs of marshes can only
be satisfied with careful preplanning.
Requests made to water adjudication
agencies for water to sustain the
marshes are more likely to be heeded
( if they are based 'On facts. Research
data obtained through studies on
Utah marshlands are promoting consideration of programs to revitalize
some of cur older marshlands. Salinity levels are being more closely
c measured. When water become.s too
saline (11 tons of salt per acre-foot
at 7,000 ppm') for the best good of
a marsh's plantlife, it is released
from the managed structures or
units. The released water carries
away much of the accumulated salt~
~ and the incoming water is relatively
salt-free.

t

converting undesirable Dr unproduc. tive marshland t'O vegetation that can
better meet the requirements 'Of the
birds are being identified. Other
USU researchers are investigating
the effects of insecticide residues,
whether applied directly to the
marshes or to adjacent crop lands
and washed into the marshes; the
management of marshes to promote
better plant and invertebrate foods;
and possible controls fDr diseases
and parasites that take heavy annual tolls.
The future of waterfowl in the
U.S. is inextricably tied up with
water and land-use decisions, and

with the value systems each of us
follows. Whether or not future gen:"
erations will be able to hunt waterfDWI (with camera or gun) depends
upon what we do today about providing the birds with their necessities of life.
MARSHLAND INHABITANTS

The most important marshes in
Utah, in terms of acreage and wildlife populations, are the federal and
state-managed saline marshes around
the Great Salt Lake.
The saline marshes 'Obviously can
best support plants that can endure

The importance of predators, such
as -gulls, which raid up to 'One-third
of the duck nests in some areas of
sparse vegetation, has led tD the deliberate planting 'Of and management
to favDr marsh plants. that provide a
denser cover. Confirmed identification of waterfowl predators has generated cDntrol programs aimed at
suoh birds as ravens, crows and gUlls,
and suoh mammals as skunks, badgers, and c'OYDtes.

Studies underway at the present
time relate primarily to the specific
requirements and problems of water\ fDwi. Lead shot is: often mistakenly
taken for seeds or grit by the ducks.
The importance of ,this lack 'Of disc, criminatiDn is being investigated as
a mDrtality factor. Specific data is
being sDught on the am'Ount of food,
both plant and animal kinds, that is
needed by waterfowl. Migrational
patterns and factors affecting the
flights 'Of the birds are subjects 'Of
other research. The poten tials for
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Figure 3. Mallards, one of the common dabbling ducks nesting in Utah
marshlands, share their habitat with pintails, gadwalls, shovellers, ruddy
ducks, redheads, Canada geese and many more. The habitat is also used
by shorebirds, waders, and inhabitants of the state's wetlands (photo by
Steven J. Kohler, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife).
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Figure 4. Botulism lOSSES in fhe early 1900's ~purred state and federal agenc:es into marsh development programs which may, before long, affect over 300,000 acres of wetlands. Botulism or western duck sickness on
managed marshlands has been greatly curtailed during recent years (photo by Utah State Division of Fish and
Game.)

a salty environment. Even so, more
than 160 plant species grow on the
Bear River Refuge. Sago pondweed
is one of the main foods, for ducks
and whistling swans. Geese eat
primarily waste grains from nearby
fields and saltwort on the salt flats,
while wading and other water birds
feed primarily on insec~ and vari- 1'"
ous forms of small animal life found
in the water and the soils of the "'
marshes.
Open-water areas of this refuge
are characterized by large quantities ~
of the submerged growing plants such •
as sago pondweed, muskgrass, and
widgeon grass. Among the emergent plants, which are rooted in water •
and soil bu t extend above the water,
are alkali bulrush, hardstem bulrush,
and cattail, while saltgrass predominates on the higher ground.

Figure 5.

"Greyhound of the air," the pintail comes by the thousands
from widely separated nesting areas to spend the June and July moulting
or flightless season in Utah's marshland. It shares with the green-winged
teal the distinction of being the most abundant of the ducks during the fall
hunting season. Many of these delightful birds are also raised on Utah's
many marshes (photo by Steven J. Kohler, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife).
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Carp, sometimes weighing up to
35 pounds in the Bear River, are
abundant in refuge waters. When
these fish are small, they provide
food for birds 'such as the great blue
and night herons, egrets, grebes, and
gulls. Larger carp as well as trout,
bass, and bluegills provide sport for
UTAH
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fishermen in many Df the state and
federally operated areas.
Mammals are very much 3. part Df
marsh life, too. Muskrats are especially likely tD be found where ducks
live. These valuable fur-bearers
relish aquatic vegetation and sometimes are detrimental cDmpetitors
\ with waterfowl. But in prDperly balanced numbers, muskrats benefit the
S! birds. Muskrat houses provide nesting areas for geese, teal, mallards,
and coots.
I

(I

Beaver pDnds are· often valuable
to waterfowl because they open up
more quickly in the spring than dO'
many other bodies of water. In a
managed marsh, a beaver populatiDn fits in well with the general eCDIogy sO' IDng as their numbers are
kept in check. There are many beavers in Utah's stream-fed marshes ·and
arO'und the base of such mDuntain
ranges as the Uintah and Wasatch.

Numerous non-water birds frequent the marsh at different seasons
of the year. Those. that nest Dn the
refuge include the marsh hawk, ringneck pheasant, IDng-billed marsh
wren, Eastern and Western kingbirds, horned lark, barn and cliff
swallows, and various blackbirds.
The migrants begin arriving in
August at the Bear River Bird
Refuge, and by early September the
refuge hDuses a million waterfowl.
This milliDn includes Dne of the
largest concentratiDns of whistling
swans to be fDund in the U.S. Thousands of Canada and snDW geese also
use the refuge while enroute south.
When they leave the refuge, about
half the migrants go to California,

some fly to Arizona or New Mexico,
the rest may winter in Colorado,
Texas, or Mexico.
The refuge's winter population of
birds includes various species, but
the more abundant are the Canada
gDDse, several species of hawks, ringneck pheasant, ring-billed gull, horned lark, commDn raven, water pipit,
gDlden and bald eagles, red-winged
blackbird, and the Amerioan goldfinoh.
FUTURE PRIORITIES AND
PERCEPTIONS

Having prDgressed from explDitation through prDtection tD managed
use, Utah's waterfDwl and marshlands

Weasels den in old muskrat burrDws Dn the Bear River Refuge.

These little carnivores feed mostly on
fresh water mussles, birds, and mice.
Patient and lucky visitDrs to' the
refuge can sometimes catch sight of
Dne of these useful marsh re.sidents.
Other fairly common mammals of
the Bear River Refuge include strip/ ed skunks, little brown bats, blacktailed jackrabbits, mountain voles,
deer mice, and western harvest mice.
Coyotes, porcupines, and deer are
occasiDnal visitors.
Even during summer, the "quiet"
seaSDn between migrations, the
marshes abDund with birds! Of the,
200 species of birds that have been
recorded, about 60 are knO'wn to
, nest Dn the Bear River Refuge. During June and July, hundreds Df
broDds of Canada geese. and various
ducks can be seen on open water.
Ducks that nest on the refuge, in
Drder Df abundance, are the gadwall,
I
cinnamon te,al, mallard, pintail, and
redhead. Nesting egrets, herDns,
ibises, and shDrebirds are abundant
in lower marshes, and Dn alkali flats,
islands, and dikes.
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Figure 6. Utah's state bird, the California Gull, is a common nester in
the marshes. Credited with saving the pioneer's crops by eating the Mormon crickets, this bird at times can also be destructive of bird life and
crops (photo by Steven J. Kohler, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife).
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might seem to have earned a right to
a place in the Utah scene. Not so.
Apparently questions of the relative
"worth" of intangible vs. tangible
benefits are never settled irrevocably.
Continually improved water m,anagement techniques and expanded
ecological understanding, however,
are· enhancing both kinds of benefits
derived from Utah's marshlands.

The dikes, canals, and water control
structures required for water management in a marsh permit productive manipulation of water resources
that would otherwise be large.}y
wasted. The water in Utah's marshes
helps replenish critical water tables,
provides recreation for fishing and
hunting enthusiasts, and is a source
of education and enjoyment for all
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Figure 7. Midges, both adult and larvae, are the most important food
item of young d\Jcks and other bird life on Utah's expansive marshlands.
Marshland management calls for knowledge of how to encourage maximum production of these midges, particularly the immature stage commonly called "blood worms," from which young ducks get a protein rich
diet for the first few weeks of life (photo by Steven J. Kohler, Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife).
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Figure 8. An abundance of ducks
greets
the
wa.t erfowl
hunter
through the prime hunting season
in October, November, and December. Because of the extent of Utah's
developed and managed marshlands, every hunter in the state can
be simultaneously "seated" with an
average of 5 acres of shooting
area (graph by Utah State Division
of Fish and Game).
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people who can still respond to natural beauty.
The long-standing problem of
mosquito control can now be at least
partially solved without chemically
polluting the environment. Many
disease microorgan,is,ms are known
.' to attack mosquitoes whiJ,e not harming other life forms. Fish and aquatic
insects that prey on mosquito larvae~
and pupae provide food for certain
waterfowl. Flooding or draining
mosquito breeding areas at critical
times can eliminate future problems
from these peSts.
Oases such as, marshlands or
"wilderness" areas may seem like
(( unnecessary luxuries to 'some of today's citizens, especially those living
in the intermountain ,states. To tomorrow's smog-choked, noise-deafened, harried generations, however,
they are likely to be indispensable
to sane survival!

Figure 9. The American Avocet, one of Utah's common shore birds,
thrills many visitors to the marshlands. On Utah's abundant, shallow
waters, it adds its beauty to that of the black-necked stilt, weste'rn willet,
dowitcher, yellowlegs, and many other shore and wading birds (photo
by Steven J. Kohler, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife) .

1. -
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Figure 10. A "sinkhole" in shallow water is one of several kinds of "hides" used by the 35,000 Utah waterfowl hunters, who yearly seek recreation on the marshlands of the state (photo by Utah State Division of Fish
and Game).
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ment of Forest Science conducted a
study of motor vehicle tourist expenditures .a nd length-of-stay. Location, amount, and types of expenditures were examined during this
season.
RURAL RECEIVES MAJORITY

Results of the study indicate that ~
the majority of s~mmer tourist expenditures are made in Utah's 25
rural counties (all counties except
Davis, Salt Lake, Utah, and Weber).
Over 57 percent of the spending is in
these counties which possess onI _
22.5 percent of the State's population. The total 1968 Utah summer
motor vehicle tourist spending was
$37,852,000. The research thus. indicates that tourism is an important
economic asset to rural areas. 1
However, ;these expenditures are
not uniformly distributed throughout the state. The five southwestern
Utah Counties (Beaver, Garfield,
Iron, Kane, and Washington) receive 27.5 percent of the tourist expenditures. Since these oounties contain a disproportionate number of
uhe state's well-known tourist attr:actions, it should be expected that they
would receive more tourists and
more tourist dollars:.
EXPENDITURE-NODES

PERRY J.

Since 1965 Utah has been investing tax dollars to attract tourists to
Utah. One of the justifications for
promoting Utah should be that the
rural areas of the state will receive
significant economic benefits from
increased tourism.
Until the summer of 1968 no one
had really concerned themselves with
trying to find out whe.re tourists do
spend their money in the state. The
idea has often been expressed that
44
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virtually all expenditures are made
along the. Wasatch Front. The idea
that rural areas receive a significant
dollar influx from tourists is seldom
expressed.
Just where do tourists spend their
money in Utah? Rese·arch conducted
by Utah State University for the
Utah Travel Council has provided
an answer to this question. During
the summer of 1968, staff and graduate students of the USU Depart-

In a study of tourists visiting the
Bear Lake area of Utah and Idaho,
Hunt interviewed tourists and found
that tourists in the western states
single out certain national attractions
as destinations. He noted that areas '
such as Salt Lake City and Yellow- ~
stone National Park are tourist destinations. After noting these destinations he tabulated the location of
overnight stops of the same interviewed tourists. Locations of overnight stops were found to be closely
1

Hunt, John D. and Perry J. Brown.
1969. Expenditures of the 1968 Utah
Summer Motor Vehicle Tourist. Report to Utah Travel CounciL Utah
State University, Logan, Utah. 49 pp.

.
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.~ociated

with destinations. Hunt
used the wDrd node to' describe these
tDurist cDncentratiDn areas and the
term internode to' describe the vDid
'etween nodes. 2
Since tDuriStS cDncentrate in parular areas we might expect the
jDrity of their purchases to' be
ade in these areas. The 1968 rerch indicates that if a full specm Df tDurist services is found in
./e nodal IDcatiDn, tDUriStS do. CDnntrate expenditures there.
SPENDING PATTERNS

Among Utah's cDunties three
tDurist spending patterns are identifiable (cDunties are used in the analysis because they are readily iden}tifiable taxing and pDlitical units.).
First, there are those counties which
cDntain a tDurist nDde. These CDunies are oharacterized by having a
balanced tDurist expenditure pattern.
enerally, apprDximately 80 percent
Df the spending in these counties is
bDut equally divided between fDDd,
dging, and transportatiDn pur-hases.
Based Dn this spending pattern we
might re-define Hunt's node concept
in terms Df expenditure-nodes. An
expenditure-nDde wDuld then be an
Jarea
with the tDurist expenditure pattern balanced between fDDd, IDdging,
and transportation purchases. The
tDtal amDunt spent by tDuriStS would
depend upon an area's relatiDnship
to. tDuriSt attractiDns. Therefore, expenditure-nDdes clDse to' Dr containing heavily visited attractions WDuld
,receive more tDtal revenue than expenditure-nDdes clDse to' Dr cDntaining less visited Dr less knDwn attractiDns. However, all expenditurenDdes must exhibit a balanced expenditure pattern, regardless Df
amDunt Df revenue.

I

A second spending pattern occurs
in sO'me other counties. These CDunties have a way-station expenditure
pattern. The way-station expenditure cDncept denDtes an intermediate

I
I

2

Hunt, John D. 1968. Tourist Vacations - Planning and Patterns. Utah
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bulletin 474. 40 pp.
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StDP spending pattern. One type of
purchase, usually transpDrtation,
dDminates spending in these counties. But, DccasiDnally spending in
way-statiDn cDunties is about equally
divided between twO' types Df purchase. The way-station pattern is
never balanced as in the expenditurenode pattern.

Seven percent of the State's summer tDurist expenditures are spent
in this cDunty in which Bryce CanyO'n National Park and a segment of
U.S. Highway 89 are located. The
county's primary tourist CDncentratiDn cDmmunity is Panguitch which
is located about 26 miles from the
Park.

The third spending pattern is
found among pass-through counties.
Actually, it might be better to del..
scribe this as a non-spending pattern because these counties are characterized by virtually no tourist
spending. Although every Dne of
these counties contains a section of
a majDr tourist highway, each receives less than 1 percent of the Utah
tDurist expenditures. The minor
tDurist expenditures in these cDunties
are usually confined to' the food and
transportation sectors. The cDunties
exhibiting each expenditure pattern
are listed in table 1.

Panguitch offers a full spectrum
tourist services with 13 motels or
hotels, six restaurants and cafes,
seven service statiDns, and several
retail Dutlets. This community is
geographically located where it
makes a convenient place for tDurist
Dvernight stops.

Garfield County. Each of the
three spending patterns described
above can be illustrated with particular case counties·. Garfield
cDunty in south central Utah exhibits an expenditure-nDde pattern.
Table 1.

Df

Garfield County's eCDnomy is bDIstered by tourist spending in several
of its goods and services sectDrs. In
this county, tDurists spend 28 cents
of each dDllar for food, 23.5 cents
for IDdging, 27 cents for transportation, 16.5 cents for other retail purchases, 4 cents for entertainment,
and 1 cent for service.s. These prDpDrtiDns can be compared with the
state-wide pattern found in table 2.
In terms Df total state expenditures,
Garfield CDunty receives 6.5 pe.rcent of the fDOd expenditures, 7

Proportion of tourist expenditures in each Utah county with
counties grouped by spanding paHern

County

Percent

County

Percent

Expenditure-Node Counties
Daggett
Emery
Garfield
Grand

1.0
2.0
7.0
2.5

Iron
Salt lake
Uintah
Utah

Way-Station Counties
Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Carbon
Duchesne
Juab
Kane
Millard

1.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
1.0
l.0
5.0
2.0

San Juan
Sevier
Tooele
Wasatch
Washington
Wayne
Weber

1.5
2.0
2.0
1.5
9.0
1.0
3.5

0.5

Rich
Sanpete
Summit

0.5
0.5

Pass-Through Counties
Davis
Morgan
Piute

a
a

5.0
33.0
3.5
5.5

0.5

a less than 0.5 percent
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percent of those for lodging, 6 percent of those for transportation, 8.5
percent of those for other retail
items, 11 percent of those for entertainment, and 11.5 percent of those
for services. It appears that a full
gamut of tourist services may help
in gaining tourist revenue.
Duchesne County. A typical example of the way-station pattern is
found in Duchesne County in northeastern Utah. One percent of the
Utah tourist dollar is spent in this
county.

Duchesne County possesses no
particularly well-known tourist attractions. It is bisected by U.S.
Highway 40, a primary link between
Denver and Salt Lake City. Its
neighboring county to the east,
Uintah, has an expenditure-node
spending pattern.
Duchesne County possesses two
communities, Roosevelt and Duchesne, which serve as tourist service centers. They are both located
along U.S. 40. Together, these communities possess 11 motels or hotels,

15 restaurants or cafes, 18 service
stations, and several other retail outlets. Roosevelt, the larger of the two
communities, is 2 hours and 30 minutes by automobile from Salt Lake
City and 30 minutes from Vernal,
Utah. These latter communities are
important tourist concentration centers.
Transportation needs

comprise

45 V2 percent of the tourist expendi-

tures in Duchesne County. Purchases of food accounts fDr 27 percent, lodging 11 percent, other retail purchases 15.5 percent, entertainment 1.0 percent and services
less than 0.5 percent of the tourist
spending in the county. Duchesne
County receives the following proportions of total state spending:
food, 1 percent; lodging, less than
0.5 percent; transportation, 1:5 percent; other retail purchases, 1 percent; entertainment 0.5 percent; and
services 0.5 percent. It is evident
that a county with this spending pattern generally receives its major expenditure impact from the transportatiDn segment of tourism. It re-

ceives proportionately fewer ben en.
from overnight visitors.
Sanpete County. Pass-thro'
counties are typified by Sanp<
County in central Utah. The cou r
is composed of numerous
towns. There is nO' comrr~
which serves as a tDurist concent
tion center. U.S. Highway 89 pas~
through Sanpete CDunty and d.,
brings tourists into the area. UteCounty to the nor~h Df Sanpete,
hibits an expenditure-node spendi
pattern while Sevier County, sou
along U.S. 89, exhibits a way-stati
spending pattern.
r

We would not expect any sizeab.
concentration of tourist services .
a rural county which does n
possess any dominating commm
ities. We might expect, howeve.
that numerous small communitie~
would serve as a tourist dispersinl
factor. In the entire county ther
are 12 motels or hotels, 22 rest au
ants, 35 service stations, and a fe
retail outlets. Many of these ser
ices, especially cafes and service st
tions, are not located along tiJ

Figure 1.

Results of the USU tourist study indicate that the majority of summer tourist expenditures are made
in Utah's 25 rural counties.
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~unty's primary tourist route, U.S.
;. Sanpete County alSOt has. no
-known tourist attractions.

t Tourist expenditures in Sanpete

. mty are almost equally divi~ed
en food and transportation
. . ~lases. The distribution of pur"ses is: food, 44.5 percent; lodg, 6 percent; transportation, 46.5
tcent; other retail purchases, 2.5
1" "cent.
entertainment, less than
pe;cent; and services, 0.5 perIt. Sanpete County receives . 1
'::cent of the food expenditures In
l. state, 1 percent of the transport1 {!
on expenditures, 0.5 percent of
e service expenditures, and less
an 0.5 percent of the expenditures
·' the other categories. It appears
at pass-through spending. pattern
'I
~unties which each receive less
(. ilian 1 ;ercent of the t?uri~t exp~nd
tures in the state, denve httle dIrect
conomic henefit from tourists.
.J

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

From the three illustrative cases
! can draw some conclusions about
.\ expenditure of touris~ dollars .. An
.!scapable conclusion IS that hlghiyS are extremely important. They
~present the moonanism which en.bles tourists to enter an area. But,
.1 major highway is not sufficient to
insure the capture ?f ~ou.r~st dollar~.
. . Highways may be Insignificant un.tII
they are accompanied by tounst
J holding phenomena.
\
Two key elements for increasin.g
tourist length-of-stay and expenditures in a county are tourist attractions and a concentrated tourist service plant. In most cases, attractions
are the' basis of tourist nodes. To
capture the tour.ist doUar and deI velop an expenditure node, however,

I

there must be a concentration of a
spectrum of tourist facilities near the
attraction. It appears that such a
concentration represents an additional increment of choice which the
tourist desires.
There are also other elements that
seem to influence tourist expenditure
behavior. Some of these. are the size
and diversity of communities, the incidence and radial input of highway
confluences, proximity to expenditure-nodes, spatial location of communities in terms of temporal relationships to expenditure-nodes,
and community involvement in tourism. All of these factors vary
throughout the state and evidently
influence the location of tourist purchases.
Tourism development is dependent upon more than attractions,
highways, facilities, or promotion.
These and other factors must be
jointly employed if a community,
county, or state is to capture the
non-resident tourist dollar. Areas
must be made destinations. But,
destinations are not created 'solely
by promotion. They arise from a
combination of natural and manmade endowments which are promoted. Therefore promotion which
attempts to influence the tourist
while enroute should supplement
tOUliist point of origin promotion. If
tourists are brought into an area or
to an unusual feature, and if they
gain a favorable impression of that
area, they will spend time and money
there on future trips. They will also
influence their friends to visit that
area. The ingredients, then are more
than encouraging people to visit an
area. The area must have a recognizable tourism endowment. A tourism climate and atmosphere must be
developed.

Proportion of state-wide tourist expenditures in each type of
purchase class

\

Type of purchase

Food
(I, lodging
J Transportation
Other Retail Purchases
\ Entertainment
.~ Services
'V

f
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Proportion of expenditures

28.5
23.5
31.5
12.0
3.5
1.0

WILDLIFE NOTES
The pronghorn, commonly referred to as an antelope, is a true
native of North America. It is
found nowhere else on earth .

.,

One of nature's freaks, the antlered doe, turns up once in every
3 000 antlered bucks checked by
biologists, but its antlers usually
are still in velvet while those of
the bucks are mature, polished
racks.

•

Sound from supersonic transport planes, according to some
ornithologists, tlYeatens extinction of ·the hummingbird by
breaking its delicate eggs, making
reproduction impossible.

•

It may not feel that way, but
most of the 2,500 species of mosquitoes that inhabit the world
never bite humans.

..

Black be.ar cubs weigh between
8 and 18 ounces at birth and
measure' 9 to 12 inches in length .
By fall, they weigh between 50
and 75 pounds; a year later, between 150 and 200 pounds.

•

Birds produce vocal sounds
with the syrinx, a voice box structure in the throat.

•

Studies show that 25 percent
of any deer herd can :be harvested
in the fall by hunters without decreasing the annual size of the
herd.

•

A maple or oak ,tree may ex- .
pose as much as four acres of leaf
sul1face to the sun.

•

Bears and humans have at least
one thing in common-tooth decay. A favorite bruin diet consists of honey and all types of
berries, just the thing for producing cavitites.

•

A cup of dried mustard mixed
with a bucket of warm water will
remove skunk odor from a car.
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ESTIMATING DAIRY HEIFER FEEDING COSTS
(Continued from page 30)
on improved irrigated pastures as on
dry lot feeding of alfalfa. The pasture season in northern Utah is
about 5 months from the first of May
through the end of September. Heifers born in any month can be pastured for 5 months between 12 and
24 months of age. However, the
month of birth makes a difference
in what age the heifer is on pasture
and thus in how much hay can be
saved by pasturing. Table. 5 shows

the expected costs of hay during the
pasture season for hay at $28.00 per
ton. If good pasture can be obtained for less than the value shown,
it would ·b e economical to pasture
the. heifers.
As ·shown in the table, 5 months
of pasture will replace from $37 to
$50 worth of $28-per-ton hay. At
this price, pasture is worth a minimum of $7 to $10 per head per
month depending upon the age of
the heifer. Since hay varies in price,

another way to figure is that the
monthly per head value of pasture is ..
25 to 30 percent of the per-ton price
of hay. This does not account for •
the extra labor involved in dry lot
feeding which should be added to
the price of hay to determine the
full value of pasture. On the other
hand, pasture must be of good
enough quality to give growth equivalent to the rates obtainable on dry
hay or in the long run it may cost
more than it saves.

.1

NEW WEED MENACE
Table

s.

Month*
born

Dec-Jan
Jan-Feb
Feb-Mar
Mar-Apr
Apr-May
May-Jun
Jun-Jul
Jul-Aug
Aug-Sep
Sep-Oct
Oct-Nov
Nov-Dec

Expected amount and cost of hay consumed by heifers of different ages during a pasture season
Age during
pasture season

12-16,
12-15,
12-14,
12-13,

16-21
15-20
14-19
13-18
12-17
23-24
22-24
21-24
20-24
19-24
18-23
17-22

Expected hay consumption
C05t**
pounds

3,142
3,038
2,922
2,794
2,651
2,852
3,041
3,218
3,383
3,563
3,398
3,258

$43.99
42.53
40.91
39.12
37.11
39.93
42.57
45.05
47.36
49.88
47.57
45.61

Values of
pasture/mo

$8.80
8.51
8.18
7.82
7.42
7.99
8.51
9.01
9.47
9.98
9.51
9.12

* Born between 15th of first month and 15th of second month.
**Hay at $28.00 per ton.

Figure 2. After 16 weeks, the heifers are grouped together and stay that
way until they are bred or freshen.
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(Continued from page 31 )
unlikely to furnish forage as is th
case when Russian thistle is young.
The new plant is much more robust
and erect and doesn't break off and
roll as much as most tumbleweeds. I
However, its spread has been rapid,
and it is doubtful that it can be contained now that the infestation has<
reached its present proportion. The
loss or reduction of Russian thistle
production would decrease the
carrying capacity of the shadscale
zone of the Great Basin. This loss
of grazing would apply increased ~
pressure on the other components
of vegetative cover.
Apparently the new species is re- <II
placing Russian thistle ,below the
pinyon-juniper zone. It also may
be invading the more moist portions
of the halogeton niche. Although
the new plant contains lethal levels ,
of soluble oxalates as does halogeton, there is little danger that stock '
poisoning will result because its
spiny growth disoourages grazing.
Because it is not subjected to any r"
grazing pressure, it is spreading rapidly.
Seed dispersal is similar to that
of halogeton and Russian thistle.
Several treatments with different
herbicides have shown that it can be
controlled with the same chemicals
that kill Russian thistle or halogeton.
Nothing is available though that is
selective enough to kill it without
also injuring some desirable forage
species. However, two herbicides
(Continued on page 52)
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PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE
EARL Y SUMMER SEEDING
OF FALL WHEAT
W. G. DEWEY and R.

Obtaining a good stand of winter
is a major concern of dryland
farmers in the Intermountain West.
Yields generally suffer if the crop has
;l1ot established a well developed root
system before winter sets in. The
critical problem is the availability of
oil moisture at planting time. Histbrically, our Utah dryfarmers have
relied to a considerable extent on
fall rains to bring the crop up. FreIquently, however, fall rains are inadequate, the seed is sown in the
dust, and the crop does not emerge
~!.mtil sometime during the winter.

r ,yheat

I

In an attempt to lessen this de" pendency on fall rains, many dryland wheat growers have resorted to
deep-furrow drilling to reaoh carryover moisture from the fallow year.
In situations where this moisture is
/ within 4 to 6 inches of the surface,
this practice is proving worthwhile.
I Coupled with increased deep-furrow
, drilling is a trend toward earlier
planting. Since fallow moislture heI comes more difficult to reach as the
ummer progresses, there has been a
tendency to shift the planting date
for fall wheat from September back
into the late or middle summer. A
i few growers have even pushed the
. planting date for winter wheat back
as far as June and early July. While
this practice may assure good fall
stands, its possible effects, on the soil
moisture and nitrate reserves accumulated during the fallow year,
and ultimately on yield, need to be
taken into consideration.

F. NIELSON

To examine these effects, winter
wheat was planted at monthly intervals from June through October
at several dryland locations in northern Utah over a period of several
years. Data were taken on the rate
and extent of soil moisture and nitrate, depletion as well as on yield.
To determine if the suspected deleterious effects of early summer planting could be offset by irrigation and
nitrogen fertilizer, a similar set of
trials was conducted under irrigated
conditions at Logan.
EMERGENCE, STANDS,
AND' FALL GROWTH

The actual planting dates varied
from the 1st to the 15th of the month
in different years, hut were exactly
1 month apart within a given year.

Emergence was rapid and stands
were excellent in all of the June
plantings. Some difficulty was encountered in getting good stand
establishment in the, July and August plantings during certain years.
This was due not so much to a lack
of residual soil moisture as it was to
the rapid drying out of the drilled
furrows during the heat of the summer. September and October plantings generally resulted in good stands
because of fall rains.
At all locations, plots seeded at
the various planting dates could
easily be distinguished by late fall of
the establishment year. Growth in
the June-'seooed plots was always
profuse. Growth was progressively
less rank with each succeeding planting date. The October plantings had

t

; I'
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REX NIELSON is an Associate Professor in
the Department of Plant Science. WADE G.
DEWEY is Professor in the Department of
Plant Science.
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Figure 1. Relative growth and winter survival of winter wheat plots
seeded at various planting dates: A = June; B = July; C = August; 0 =
September; E = October. Photo taken April 6, 1961.
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usually just emerged Dr were in the
two to three-leaf stage at the onset
of winter.
WINTER SURVIVAL

Winterkilling was generally more
severe in the early-seeded plots than
in thDse planted at the nDrmal time
in the fall. This was particularly evident ,in the June-seeded plots grDwn
under irrigatiDn at Logan (figure
1 ) . The same effect was Dbserved
under dryland cDnditiDns at Blue
Creek, however.
Disease appeared tD playa significant role in predisposing the early
plantings ,to winterkill. Wheat streak
mosiac, a virus 'disease which has
histDrically been of relatively minor
importance in Utah, was largely responsible for poor winter survival
in the early-seeded plDts at Logan
during Dne Df the test years. A definite relationship between early
planting of winter whe·at and the prevalence of wheat streak mosiac is
known to exist. Although this disease has not been a serious problem
in Utah, it might become so if midsummer planting Df winter wheat
were to become a general practice.
Snowmold and heavy infections Df
stripe rust also contributed to stand
reduction during the winter at several locations. Disease damage was
invariably more severe in the earlyseeded plDts which went into the
winter with excessive topgrDwth.
SOIL MOISTURE and NITRATE

At the Blue Creek dryland site,
soil mDisture and nitrate samples
were taken the fall Df the establishment year, in the follDwing spring,
and at the end Oof the harvest summer. The moisture readings were
taken from each plot at six depths,
ranging frOom 6 inches to. 5 feet.
Nitrate determinations were made at
five depths frDm 6 inches to. 3 feet.
The effect Df planting date on soil
moisture is shown in figure 2. The
soil type on which the Blue Creek
plots were located (Timpanogos
Series) contains apprDximately 9
50

percent moisture at the p~rmanent
wilting point and apprOoximately 24
percent at field capacity. The June
plantings exhausted essentially all of
the available moisture dDwn tD a
depth of 36 inches by fall of the
establishment year, and moisture reserves as deep as 5 feet shDwed evidence of cDnsiderable draw-down.
By contraSlt, the September and OctDber plantings had depleted relatively little moisture belDw the 6
inch level by fall of the establishment year.
By June of the harvest year, the
August, September, and October
plantings had utilized mOost of the
available mOoisture down tD the 24
inch depth; however, reserves were
still good at the 4 and 5 foot levels.
This was particularly true Df the
October-seeded plots. The apparent
moisture recovery in the June and
July-planted plots can be interpreted
in light of the stand depletiDn which
occurred in these plots Dver winter.
Winter and ·spring precipitatiDn had
recharged the moisture. content of
the upper 2 feet and the spring
stands were SD poor that little moisture was. being removed by plant
grDwth.
By harvest time (August sampling) most Df this recharge moisture
had been lost frDm the upper 6 tOo 12
inches by evaporation. At this sampling, moisture remDval patterns in
plDts planted in August, September,
and October were nearly identical
down tOo 36 inches. However, the
August seedings had largely depleted
sDil moisture to .a depth Df at least
5 feet, whereas the September and
OctDber plantings had tapped these
deeper reserves tOo a cDnsiderably
lesser degree.

tion Df nitrate was Dbserved as the
planting date was backed up into the
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The effect Df the variDus planting
dates on sDil nitrate is illustrated in
figure 3. Since very little grDwth had
occurred in the September and October-seeded plots by the time· of the
first sampling (October Df ~he establishment year), the nitrate prDfiles
for these twD planting dates represent the nitrate content of the ·Blue
Creek soil at the end of the normal
fallow period. A prDgressive deple-
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Figure 2. Effect of date of planting of winter wheat on soil moisture at Blue Creek, Utah.
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Figure 3. Effect of planting date
of winter wheat on soil nitrate at
Blue Creek, Utah.
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fallow summer. Essentially all of the
nitrate had been exhausted to a
depth of 3 feet in the June-seeded
plots by the time winter wheat is
normally planted.
By early June of the harvest sum( mer, nitrate differences which had
been obvious at the fall sampling had
largely been erased. The nitrrate.level
had actually made some recovery in
the June-s'e eded plots, primarily because of excessive winterkill and
poor stands. The relatively large
,.I fall-to-spring reduction in the nitrate
content of the SeptembeT and October-seeded plots reflected the exItellent stands: and vigorous spring
growth in these plots.

I

I

EARLY SEEDING and YIELD

In all years and at all locations
tested, yields were drastically reduc"fed in the June and July-seeded plots.
Yields resulting from the August,
September, and October plantings
i were generally comparable.
) Yield data for the dryland date/ of-planting trials are given in table 1.
At Clarkston and Blue Creek the
poor yields of the early-seeded plots
were largely attributable to poor
,~,

winter survival. At Hansel Valley,
however, the low yields of the Juneseeded plots could not be attributed
to poor stands. The plants in these
plots appeared to lose vigor by late
Table 1.

spring and by harvest time bore
small, poorly filled heads. Representative bundles from equal areas
of the Blue Greek plantings are
shown in figure 4. (Continued next page)

Yields of dryland winter wheat planted at monthly intervals
from June through Odober
Bushels per Acre

Month
planted

June
July
August
September
October
L.S.D. (,05)

Hansel Valley

CI",rkston

Blue Creek

1960

1961

1966

6.0

0.5
5.6
7.8
14.5
19.3
3.0

*
*
15.4
14.6
2.3

2.3
14.3
43.7
45.2
28.9
6.9

Average

2.9
10.0
25.8
25.0
20.9

*Yields omitted because of poor initial stands.

Table 2.

Yields of irrigated winter wheat planted at monthly intervals
from June through Odober
Bushels per acre

Month
planted

June
June (clipped)
July
August
September
October
L.S.D. (.05)

Logan

Greenville

Logan

1961

1963

1963

1966

Average

1.5
12.6
29.7
42.7
37.4
40.2
6.4

6.5
20.7
33.2
46.0
54.0
46.3
9.4

14.0
27.1
34.6
61.1
67.1
47.1
11.7

5.5
20.1
25.4
39.5
41.9
39.2

0.1
4.2
8.2
9.1
23.0
3.1

Logan

Figure 4. Typical bundles harvested from equal areas of winter wheat plots planted at monthly intervals
from June through October.
JUNE

1969
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Yield data for the four irrigated
date-of-planting trials are listed in
table 2. Yields were generally low
for irrigated land, even. in the plots
seeded at the normal planting dates.
We suspect that this was caused in
part by the disease build-up in the
nurs'eries brought about by the early
plantings. This was particularly evident in the 1961 nursery at Logan.
Although the direct contribution of
wheat streak mosaic virus to stand
reduction was restricted primarily
to the June-seeded plots, its severe
effect of yield was, evident in the
August, September, and to a degree
even in the October plantings. It
is interesting to note that irrigation
and the addition of nitrogen fertilizer
( 100 pounds of nitrogen per acre)
during the establishment summer
failed ,t o offset the deleterious effects
of early summer planting on the
yield of winter wheat.
In three of the four irrigated
trials, one set of June-planted plots
was clipped ill the fall to remove the
excessive topgrowth. This treatment
resulted in a marked improvement
over the unclipped June plots, both
in winter survival and in yield.
CONCLUSIONS

The yield reductions which we
noted in winter wheat planted in
June or early July generally bear out
52
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the experience of farmers who have
experimented with early planting in
northern Utah. The practice largely
cancels the benefits of the fallow
summer and approaches continuous
cropping, which has usually proven
inferior to the crop-fallow system on
Utah's drylands. By the end of
what ordinarily would be the fallow
summer, the early plantings have
largely utilized the available soil
moisture and nitrate's for the production of top growth, which in most
instances does not survive the winter.
By contrast, the later seedings have
most of this fallow-year moisture and
nitrate reserve available for growth
during the spring and summer of the
harvest year.
In most of our nurseries the
drastic yield reductions in the earlyseeded plots appeared to result from
premature moisture and nitrate depletion or from disease. In a few
cases, however, early-planted plots
which showed no visible evidence
of disease, and which were not deficient in moisture or nitrogen, still
seemed to lose their vigor by 1ate
spring of the harvest year. The
plants bore small poorly filled heads
on spindly stems, suggestive. of old
age. By harvest time this early-seeded wheat had been growing for well
over a year, compared to 10-11
months for the wheat planted in
September and October. Although

NEW WEED MENACE
(Continued from page 48)
now being tested show promise of
being selective against annuals.
The origin of the new Sa/sola ,
species remains a mystery. It could
be a new introduction. Any new
suggestions concerning a source of.
this new weed should be investigated. Professor Arthur H. Holmgren of the Botany Department and
Curator of the Intermountain Herbarium has had an opportunity to
examine. specimens of Sa/s,o/a in a
number of large herbaria on the east
coast during the past winter without finding any like "the hybrid".

TOOTH CEMENTUM
(Continued from page 32)
been very reliable in the majority of
animals studied. The reason for the \
deposition of the layers in the cementum is presently not understood.
If the. basis for this layering is dis- I
covered, more information may be
gained concerning the functioning of
the animal body. This, then, is another way for biologists to gain more
complete data on animal populations
(and the animal body), and ultimately manage them more efficiently.
this study was not designed to examine the possible effect of physiological old age on winter wheat
yields, this might conceivably contribute to the problems attending
very early-seeded winter wheat.

